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Package/Threat Combinations for Analysis

The following table indicates combinations of a package and a threat that SNL recommends be considered for analysis by the RAM Package Vulnerability Study. In the table, an X
indicates packagehhreat combinations suggested for analysis by SNL; and a number (e.g.. 1.1) indicates a packagetthreat combination specified by NRC foranalysis and the
number indicates the project task that calls for the analysis.

In const.-ucting this table, the initial goal was to use each threat with at least one packave

yfa package is very sirilar ito a package that has already been analyzed. analysis of the second package was not recommrended
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We believe this package is very similar to thL HI-STORMI cask and thus analysis will yield no new inforntsation.
This package is designed to carry fresh fuel pellets or powder which can be dispersed easily which if dispersed pose linle dose hazard because U is an alpha emitter.
These three package constructions cover SF package types; packages that carry substantially less radioactivity probably are less atsractave targets for jeliner impact.
Sesere impact may be able to fail the thin steel shells of these packages.
Deliberat; collision pfanother vehicle into any of the packages lissed is not likely to lead to significant dispersal of contents.
For bulk" j the delivery vehicle doesn't affect the CMTt rAlrstarinn

g f. If fire cart taIl this Dackaee.
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j. Co netal in this package might become dispersable bt
k. Penetration of any package by( i

I
fuel or Pu in pipe overpacks could produce a release of concern.

will still jroduce a srmall swept volumne and thus a small release.
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};ey to abbreviations: Cs/Sr- Cs/Sr capsules; blo-99. 1-131 - mnedical radionuclides caried in package; Cs/R * Cs on ion exchange resin; SConS/Can *steel-concrete-steel
overpack with canister; Con/Can = concrete overpack with canister; NfonoS a tornolithic steel; SLS/NVCan = steel-lead-stiel shell, metal seals, with canister; SDULS/M * steel-
DU-lead-steel shell with metal seals; SFSIS - steel-foam-steel vith inner steel shell.


